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bstract

A pore-network model is developed to study the liquid water movement and flooding in a gas diffusion layer (GDL), with the GDL morphology
aken into account. The dynamics of liquid water transport at the pore-scale and evolution of saturation profile in a GDL under realistic fuel cell
perating conditions is examined for the first time. It is found that capillary forces control liquid water transport in the GDL and that liquid water
oves in connected clusters with finger-like liquid waterfronts, rendering concave-shaped saturation profiles characteristic of fractal capillary

ngering. The effect of liquid coverage at the GDL–channel interface on the liquid water transport inside GDL is also studied, and it is found that

iquid coverage at the GDL–channel interface results in pressure buildup inside the GDL causing the liquid water to break out from preferential
ocations.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Automotive, stationary and portable applications place an
ver-increasing demand for fuel cell technologies with high
erformance, low cost, and extended durability. Among them,
he polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) has emerged as the

ost promising power source for a broad range of applications.
espite tremendous recent progress in overall cell performance,
pivotal performance/durability limitation in PEFCs centers on

iquid water transport and resulting flooding in the constituent
omponents. Liquid water blocks reactant transport through the
as diffusion layer (GDL), and incurs mass transport losses by
indering oxygen transport to the active reaction sites in the cat-
lyst layer (CL). Therefore, a detailed understanding of liquid
ater transport in the GDL is necessary to facilitate develop-
ent of techniques and GDL materials to mitigate flooding and
ssociated mass transport losses. While considerable research,
oth numerical and experimental [1–3] has been conducted to
ddress liquid water transport in a GDL and its effect on PEFC
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erformance, the present understanding is still incomplete to
ddress the following basic questions:

. What is the liquid water transport mechanism through a
fibrous GDL structure? How do GDL microstructure and
wetting characteristics influence the liquid water transport?

. What are the mechanisms and influences of GDL–channel
interfacial coverage on flooding dynamics in a GDL?

Existing theoretical models follow the macroscopic approach
ased on two-phase Darcy’s law to investigate liquid water
ransport in PEFC. These models cannot incorporate the
DL morphology and require material-specific capillary
ressure–liquid saturation and relative permeability–liquid satu-
ation relationships. Investigation of these constitutive relations
or PEFC-specific materials is scarce in literature. Recently,
ostick et al. [4] measured capillary pressure as a function of

iquid saturation for different GDL materials in ex situ exper-
ments using the method of standard porosimetry (MSP) and

ctane–air system. Using the octane–air system that completely
ets GDL as required by MSP remains to be justified for mea-

uring capillary pressure between water and air in hydrophobic
DL. Neither in situ measurements of the capillary pressure

mailto:cxw31@psu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2007.06.061
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cal fuel cell application, the viscosity ratio is 17.5 and capillary
number is of the order of 10−8; therefore, two-phase flow in
a GDL falls in the regime of capillary fingering. For a detailed
description of capillary fingering, readers may refer to Ref. [22].
P.K. Sinha, C.-Y. Wang / Electro

or any experimental measurements of relative permeability for
PEFC GDL have been reported in the open literature.

Existing experimental efforts based on neutron radiography
NR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), owing to their
ow spatial resolution (∼25 �m), 2D nature, and magnetic field
ensitivity to carbon, have not been able to yield data of the liquid
ater distribution in a fuel cell GDL [5]. Most recently, Djilali

nd co-workers [6,7] investigated the evolution of gas–liquid
nterface inside a GDL using fluorescence microscopy. How-
ver, these ex situ experiments, where liquid water injection rate
as 0.02 ml/min over an active area of 0.0314 cm2 and hence

orresponded to a current density of 112 A cm−2, do not reflect
ealistic PEFC operating conditions. Specifically, in any ex situ
xperiment, capillary number, defined as the ratio of viscous
nd capillary forces, and viscosity ratio, defined as the ratio of
iscosities of invading and defending fluids, must be matched
ith that found in an operating fuel cell as these are fundamental
arameters determining mechanisms of liquid water transport in
DL. The importance of these parameters in the delineation of

iquid water transport in a GDL will be further elaborated in a
ater section.

Therefore, in order to resolve the open questions regard-
ng liquid water transport in a GDL, pore-scale studies taking
DL microstructure and wetting characteristics into account

re warranted. Pore-scale models can be broadly divided into
ore-network (PN) models, lattice-gas (LG), lattice-Boltzmann
LB) models, and molecular dynamic (MD) models. The
ore-network modeling approach, being less computationally
ntensive while accounting for all the relevant two-phase flow
hysics, is ideally suited to investigate liquid water transport
n a GDL. More discussions on various pore-scale modeling
pproaches can be found in Ref. [8]. In PN modeling, a porous
edium is represented at the microscopic scale by a lattice of
ide pores connected by narrower constrictions called throats.
N modeling started with the pioneering work of Fatt [9–11]
ho computed capillary pressure and relative permeability in a
etwork of interconnected pores. Since then, network models
ave become more sophisticated both in terms of reconstructing
physically realistic and topologically equivalent pore-network

tructure and incorporating detailed flow dynamics in porous
edia [12,13]. Various researchers have predicted and experi-
entally validated capillary pressure and relative permeabilities

or a range of soils and rocks with PN models and further inves-
igated the effects of heterogeneity, mixed-wettability [14,15],
iscosity ratios and injection rates [16] on relative permeabil-
ty. In addition, the PN models have been applied to investigate
ynamics of multiphase flow [17] and drying in porous media
18]. In recent years, Nam and Kaviany [19] and Schulz et al.
20] implemented pore-scale modeling approaches to compute
ffective diffusivity and capillary pressure as a function of liquid
ater saturation for a carbon paper GDL, respectively. However,
o attempt has been made to elucidate liquid water transport in
GDL at the pore-level.
The objective of this study is to develop a basic understand-
ng of liquid water transport in a hydrophobic carbon paper GDL
nder realistic PEFC operating conditions, and of how the GDL
icrostructure affects the movement of liquid water. The paper is
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rganized as follows: First, the fundamental parameters govern-
ng liquid water transport at the pore-level are discussed. Then,

physically realistic pore-network structure for a hydropho-
ic carbon paper GDL is described and algorithms to simulate
wo-phase flow in the pore-network are presented. Finally, the
ynamics of liquid water transport in a hydrophobic GDL is
escribed and the effect of GDL–channel interfacial coverage is
iscussed. The effect of capillary number (i.e. liquid water flow
ate) on liquid saturation profile is presented and the need to
arry out ex situ experiments under realistic fuel cell operating
onditions is stressed.

. Liquid water transport in porous media

Two-phase flow in porous media is governed by capillary
nd viscous forces, and their relative magnitude governs the
wo-phase distribution and flow regimes. Two-phase flow is des-
gnated as a drainage process if the invading fluid is non-wetting
nd an imbibition process otherwise. Liquid water transport in a
ydrophobic GDL is thus essentially a drainage process. Lenor-
and et al. [21] proposed a phase diagram, illustrated in Fig. 1, to

escribe displacement of a wetting phase by a non-wetting phase
n the absence of buoyancy forces. They found that immiscible
isplacement is governed by capillary number, Ca, and viscosity
atio, M, defined as

a = uμnw

σ
M = μnw

μwet
(1)

here subscripts ‘nw’ and ‘wet’ stand for the non-wetting and
etting phase, respectively. u is the velocity of non-wetting
hase and σ is the surface tension. Fig. 1 also shows characteris-
ic distributions of the non-wetting phase in a two-dimensional
ross-section for all the three flow regimes [21–23]. For a typi-
ig. 1. Schematic representation of phase diagram showing various flow regimes
nd characteristic distributions of non-wetting phase for these regimes [21–23].
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3. Only one fluid can reside in a throat.
4. Flow within a throat is assumed to be laminar and given by
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. Pore-network model

.1. Pore-network structure

In a classical pore-network modeling framework, a porous
edium is discretized in a network of wide pore spaces, which

re connected by narrower regions called throats. The morphol-
gy of a real porous medium is incorporated in the network
tructure using pore and throat size distributions and their
onnectivity. Over the years, extensive efforts were made to
econstruct a topologically equivalent skeleton to describe the
etwork for a real porous medium. Several approaches to repre-
ent a real porous medium via network of pores are summarized
s follows:

. Generation of random pore-network structure, calibrated
with known physical properties of the real porous media.

. Reconstruction of three-dimensional network from the
images of two-dimensional sections. The porosity and two-
point correlation functions can be measured from these
sections and used to generate three-dimensional network with
the same statistical properties.

. Reconstruction of pore network from the three-dimensional
image of pore space obtained from e.g. X-ray micro-
tomography at resolutions around 1 �m.

. Reconstruction of porous media by modeling the processes
by which it is made.

An overview of these approaches with their limitations and
dvantages was given by Blunt et al. [12]. Randomly distributed
bers in the carbon paper GDL furnish highly disordered pore
pace topology; therefore, a high resolution three-dimensional
mage would be required to construct a topologically equivalent
ore-network structure. As a first attempt, however, the method-
logy of Nam and Kaviany [19] is followed in which carbon
aper is regarded to consist of randomly stacked regular fiber
creens that renders a three-dimensional random tetragonal pore-
etwork structure with pores cubic in shape and throats of square
ross-section, as depicted in Fig. 2. In the present study, pore and
hroat radii are assumed to have a cut-off log normal distribution.
ore and throat radii are defined as the radii of the largest sphere

hat can be inscribed in a pore and a throat, respectively. In addi-
ion, a throat length is defined to characterize the throats in the
etwork. For throat connecting pores i and j, the throat length is
iven by

i,j = L − (ri + rj) (2)

here L is the distance between two adjacent pores and assumed
o be constant in the present work.

The geometric and transport parameters used in the present
N model are summarized in Table 1. The absolute parameters
f the present pore-network structure are summarized and com-

ared with Toray® carbon paper parameters in Table 2. Recently,
ostick et al. [24] reported significant anisotropy in permeabil-

ty for various carbon paper GDLs, with highly aligned-fiber
aterials showing a maximum anisotropy factor of 2. Further

5

6

ig. 2. Schematic of pore-network model for a carbon paper GDL: (a) 3D view
nd (b) 2D cross-section showing the connectivity of pores in a plane.

esearch to incorporate permeability anisotropy in an equiva-
ent pore-network structure for a carbon paper GDL is currently
nderway.

.2. Model assumptions

The model assumptions are as follows:

. Wetting properties are assumed to be constant in the network.

. While the radius of a throat serves to define its hydraulic con-
ductance, the volume contributed by the throats is assumed
to be small relative to the pore volumes.
Hagen–Poiseuille law.
. The resistance offered by a pore to flow is assumed to be

negligible.
. Fluids are assumed to be incompressible.
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Table 1
Pore-network and transport parameters

Parameter Value

Network parameters
Mean pore radius, rmean 10 �m
Minimum pore radius, rmin 9 �m
Maximum pore radius, rmax 12.5 �m
Mean throat radius, rth,mean 6 �m
Minimum throat radius, rth,min 4 �m
Maximum throat radius, rth,max 8.5 �m
L 25 �m
Number of pores in x-direction 11
Number of pores in y-direction 30
Number of pores in z-direction 30

Cut-off log-normal distribution: for pore
and throat size distribution

f (r, σnd) =
√

2 exp[−0.5 (ln(r/rmean)/σnd)2]√
πσnd

2r[erf(ln(rmax/rmean)/
√

2σ2
nd

)−erf(ln(rmin/rmean)/
√

2σ2
nd

)]

Standard deviation in pore and throat size
distribution, σnd

1.0

Transport parameters
Surface tension, σ 0.0625 N/m
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Contact angle, θ

Dynamic viscosity of liquid water
Dynamic viscosity of air

For simplicity, Hagen–Poiseuille law originally derived for
ircular tubes is used to represent the flow through a throat,
lthough Patzek and Silin [25] analytically derived a generalized
oiseuille law to represent flow in a throat of square cross-
ection and showed that the conductance of a square throat is
0% lower. No substantial differences are expected as the pres-
ure drop across a throat does not govern the transport at small
apillary numbers typically encountered in a PEFC operation.

In an invaded pore or throat, the wetting phase (air for
ydrophobic GDL) can always be present along the corners in
he form of wetting films [26]. The wetting films span through
he network and provide connectivity to the wetting phase,
hereby eliminating the possibility of wetting phase trapping in
he porous medium. However, formation of wetting films along
he corners is governed by the Concus and Finn [27] condition:

+ γ < 90◦ (3)
here θ and γ are contact angle between wetting phase and
olid matrix and half corner angle of a pore or a throat, respec-
ively. Thus, a contact angle between liquid water (non-wetting
hase for hydrophobic GDL) and carbon fibers of 110◦ and

able 2
omparison of pore-network structure parameters with Toray® carbon paper

Parameter Pore-network model Toray® carbon paper

Mean pore diameter 20 �m 16–25 �m [35]
Thickness 250 �m 110–370 �m
Porosity 62% 78–80% (without

PTFE loading) [36]
Absolute permeability

(thickness direction)
5.6 Darcy 5–10 Darcy [35]

Absolute permeability
(in-plane direction)

6 Darcy 5–12 Darcy [35]

Anisotropy factor (in-
plane/through-plane)

1.07 1.3 (uncompressed)
[24]
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110
3.5 × 10−4 Pa s
2.0 × 10−5 Pa s

quare cross-section of pores and throats suppress the existence
f wetting films along the corners. It should be mentioned that
small fraction of pores, having corner half angle less than 20◦,

n the actual pore spaces of carbon paper may allow simulta-
eous occupancy of a throat with both fluids. Incorporation of
etting film flow, in accordance with the Concus and Finn con-
ition [27], in a topologically equivalent pore-network structure
f carbon paper is envisioned as a future extension of the present
N model.

.3. Two-phase flow algorithms

In the present work, a dynamic pore-network algorithm is
eployed to study the dynamics of liquid water transport in a
DL that is initially saturated with air and is in contact with a

iquid water reservoir at the inlet face. Some fraction of the outlet
ace of the GDL is masked by land regions; thereby liquid water
an exit only through the gas channel portion. A 1:1 channel
o land width ratio is used for the present study. The present
ynamic model is used with a constant injection rate boundary
ondition at the inlet face to mimic the water production from a
uel cell catalyst layer, whereas constant pressure is applied at
he outlet face.

For liquid water to invade a throat, the pressure difference
cross a meniscus must exceed the throat entry capillary pres-
ure, given by Young–Laplace equation:

w − Pair > Pc, Pc = 2σ cos θ

rth
(4)

here Pw and Pair represents liquid water and air pressure,

espectively, Pc the capillary pressure and rth is the throat radius.
s is clear from Eq. (4), once a throat is invaded the connecting
ore will be automatically invaded by liquid water owing to its
arger size. Each phase, then, must obey volume conservation
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ithin each pore body:

i

∂Sα
i

∂t
+

∑
j ∈ Ni

Qα
ij = 0, i = 1, 2 . . . N (5)

here Sα
i is the local saturation of the phase � in pore i, N the

otal number of pores, Vi the volume of pore i, Ni the number
f pores connected to pore i, and Qα

ij is the flow rate of phase �
etween pore i and pore j. The flow rate of liquid water through a
hroat depends on the fluid configuration in the pores connected
o that throat. For a liquid water-filled throat, connecting pores
ontaining liquid water and air, the volumetric flow rate is given
y

w
ij =

{
gw(Pi − Pj − Pc) if (Pi − Pj − Pc) > 0

0 otherwise
(6)

hysically, Eq. (6) means that flow through a throat is possible
nly if the pressure difference across the throat is higher than the
hroat entry capillary pressure, Pc. If pressure difference across
throat is less than the entry capillary pressure of the throat, it

s called “capillary blocked” and flow cannot occur through that
hroat. Whereas for liquid water filled throat, connecting two
iquid water-filled pores, the volumetric flow rate is given by

w
ij = gw(Pi − Pj) where gw = 2rth(i, j)4

π μwl(i, j)
(7)

he constant injection rate at the inlet face is imposed by the
ollowing equation:∑
nlet pores

[gw(Pi − Pi+1 − Pc)] = Qin (8)

he pressure field at every time step can be found by solving Eqs.
6)–(8). Once the pressure field is obtained, time steps are cho-
en so that only one pore reaches 100% liquid water saturation
uring any time step. Such a selection criterion of time step is
n coherence with invasion percolation phenomena [28]. Using
he value of current time step liquid water saturation is updated
n all the pores. The pores filled with liquid water are then tested
or instability of liquid water–air interface, using the most recent
ressure field. If the pressure drop across an interface is larger
han the corresponding throat entry capillary pressure, the inter-
ace is called “unstable”, liquid water occupies the throat and
he throat conductivity is updated accordingly. At any time step,
olume averaged liquid water saturation, Sw, can be calculated
s:

w =
∑

i ∈ RVViS
w
i∑

i ∈ RVVi

(9)

here RV denotes the representative volume over which aver-
ging is done. Eq. (9) can be used to obtain both cross-sectional
veraged and overall liquid water saturation. As mentioned in

he previous section, the liquid water transport in a GDL occurs
t very low capillary number and thus requires near zero pres-
ure gradient in the invading (liquid water) and defending (air)
hases. The numerical framework to calculate pressure requires

t
w
f
c

ica Acta 52 (2007) 7936–7945

“source” term at the inlet pores and a “sink”, i.e. a throat hav-
ng a non-zero conductance for liquid water flow, at each time
tep. Such a dynamic model may run into numerical difficul-
ies if all the interfaces are capillary blocked at a particular time
tep. In order to avoid this situation, a “pseudo-percolation algo-
ithm” proposed by Singh and Mohanty [29] is also included in
he present study. If at a particular time step it is found that all
he interfaces are capillary blocked, the throat having the least
ntry capillary pressure is made “open” for liquid water flow
nd the throat conductivity is updated accordingly. Physically,
his corresponds to a sudden buildup of pressure at the inlet face
nd opening up of a throat for liquid water to drain in order to
aintain a constant injection rate. Extended Hoshen–Kopelman

lgorithm [30] is used to determine air-trapped clusters at every
ime step. Trapped pores are excluded from the further cal-
ulation domain. This algorithm is run till the steady state is
btained.

.4. Initial and boundary conditions

The GDL is initially saturated with air and the inlet face is
n contact with a liquid water reservoir. In order to study the
iquid water transport, a constant injection rate of liquid water
s imposed on the inlet face, equivalent to 2.0 A cm−2 current
ensity under the assumption that all the water produced is in
iquid form. A constant pressure boundary condition is imposed
n the outlet face, whereas all other faces are subjected to no-flow
oundary condition.

. Results and discussion

In a real fuel cell operation, liquid water appears on the
DL–channel interface in the form of droplets, which are car-

ied away by the gas flow in channels [31,32]. Zhang et al. [32]
nvestigated the effects of gas flow rate on cell performance and
DL–channel interfacial droplet dynamics and showed the exis-

ence of substantial amount of liquid water at the GDL–channel
nterface incurring mass transport losses at low gas flow rate.
ence it is essential to incorporate the appropriate GDL–channel

nterfacial condition in delineating flooding dynamics in a GDL.
n the present work, liquid water transport is investigated first
ith zero GDL–channel surface coverage that corresponds to

xceedingly high gas flow rates in the channel, after which the
ffect of GDL–channel interfacial coverage with liquid water on
ooding dynamics is delineated.

.1. Zero surface coverage

Physical insight can be gained from numerical visualiza-
ion of liquid waterfront movement within the network during
rainage, as depicted in Fig. 3, where irregular fractal patterns
ypical of invasion percolation are observed. It is clear from
ig. 3 that liquid water moves in the GDL through several con-
inuous clusters. As liquid water invades the GDL, the liquid
aterfront encounters multiple dead ends. The pressure dif-

erence across a gas–liquid interface must be larger than the
apillary pressure at the interface for liquid water to invade
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ig. 3. Liquid waterfront movement in GDL with zero surface coverage: (a)–(d
tate.

urther. Dead ends to front propagation appear when a liquid
aterfront reaches a very narrow region with a very large entry

apillary pressure. When a liquid waterfront encounters such
narrow region, the liquid water pressure increase at the inlet

ace makes the waterfronts unstable at several other locations
nd liquid water invades further into the GDL there. This mech-

nism can be more clearly explained with Fig. 4, where only
open clusters” during the liquid water transport in the GDL are
isplayed. The open clusters are defined as the liquid water clus-
ers having non-zero flow rate at any instant of time. Fig. 4(a)

s
c
i
w

ntermediate states, showing the evolution of capillary fingers and (e) at steady

hows the open clusters at an intermediate time step; but as liquid
ater invades further into the GDL, these liquid water clusters

ncounter dead ends and pressure at the inlet face increases to
acilitate liquid water to flow through other clusters in order
o maintain a constant flow rate, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c).
ig. 5 depicts the inlet pressure variation as a function of time. As

hown in Fig. 5, pressure exhibits sudden jumps that physically
orrespond to sudden buildup of pressure at the inlet face causing
rreversible burst, also known as “Haines Jump”, of the liquid
aterfront and then the inlet pressure adjusts itself to maintain
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dead ends to multiple water clusters originating from the inlet
face and the advancement of very few clusters following the
paths of least resistance at low Ca result in a concave-shaped
steady-state saturation profile. In comparison, two-phase PEFC
ig. 4. Open liquid water clusters during liquid water transport in GDL with
ero surface coverage: (a) and (b) at intermediate states and (c) at steady state.

he constant flow. As mentioned earlier, capillary number for
iquid water movement in a GDL under realistic operating con-
itions is ∼10−8. Capillary forces thus control the transport of
iquid water in GDL, entailing occupation of large pores with
iquid water for any given pore-size distribution and uniform
ettability. Therefore, several liquid clusters emanate from the

nlet face according to the pore-size distribution of GDL with
o directional dependence. This provides significant in-plane
preading of liquid clusters, especially near the inlet face of
DL, as shown in Fig. 3. This somewhat isotropic transport

echanism is in contrast with the Litster et al. [6] hypothe-

is of liquid water transport being dominated by through-plane
ngering with little in-plane spreading. Substantial in-plane

F
f

ig. 5. Time-variation of inlet pressure during liquid water invasion in GDL
ith zero surface coverage.

preading near the bottom of the GDL could explain the experi-
ental observation that GDL flooding results in mass transport

osses by blocking reactant transport through it, whereas mini-
al in-plane spreading of liquid water would imply negligible

locking of reactant transport and hence minimal mass transport
osses.

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the cross-sectional averaged
iquid water saturation profile along the GDL thickness dur-
ng water invasion. The saturation profiles observed in Fig. 6
re characteristic of fractal fingering flow. The occurrence of
ig. 6. Evolution of liquid water saturation profiles along the GDL thickness
or zero surface coverage.
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ig. 7. Steady state liquid water saturation profiles along the GDL thickness as
unction of capillary number, Ca, for zero surface coverage.

acroscopic models published in the literature invariably yield
onvex-shaped saturation profiles, which are characteristic of
table displacement. It is expected that with increase in Ca,
he fractal capillary fingering observed at low Ca crosses over
o stable displacement, also known as compact invasion that
an be predicted by Darcy’s law based on saturation dependent
elative permeabilities. To confirm the crossover from fractal
apillary fingering to compact invasion, liquid water transport
t different capillary numbers has been investigated. Fig. 7
hows the steady-state liquid water saturation profiles for cap-
llary number varying from 10−8 to 10−3 (by increasing the
ow rate). As can be seen, the characteristics of the satura-

ion profile indeed change from a fractal form (Ca = 10−8) to
stable flow form (Ca = 10−4 and 10−3) with increase in capil-

ary number. This crossover from capillary fingering to compact
nvasion during drainage has been experimentally observed and
nvestigated in detail in other applications [21,22,33,34]. The
rossover in the liquid flow regime shown in Fig. 7 further under-
ins the necessity to match the capillary number in any ex situ
xperiments with that in an operating PEFC in order to prop-
rly characterize liquid flow regime and saturation profile in
GDL.

Further research is underway to elucidate the effect of mixed
ettability on liquid water transport mechanisms and to find out
hether the concave liquid saturation profile characteristic of

ractal fingering also prevails in a realistic fuel cell GDL with a
ettability distribution.

.2. Non-zero surface coverage

Liquid water droplets at the hydrophobic GDL–channel inter-
ace grow to a critical size and are removed from GDL surface

ither by drag force exerted by the gas flow or by capillary wick-
ng onto the neighboring hydrophilic channel walls. Recently,
hang et al. [32] predicted the droplet detachment diameter
s a function of air velocity in the gas channel based on sim-

s
a
a
i

ig. 8. Liquid waterfront movement in GDL with non-zero surface coverage:
a) at the break through of liquid water, (b) at an intermediate state and (c) at
teady state.

le force balance on a droplet but a detailed understanding of
roplet growth dynamics remains absent in the literature. As a
rst attempt, however, the effect of interfacial liquid coverage is
imulated by imposing a constant capillary pressure at the loca-
ions of liquid water breakout at the GDL–channel interface. A
onstant outlet capillary pressure of 7.7 kPa is applied in the
resent work.

Fig. 8 displays the liquid waterfront movement within the
etwork. Fig. 8(a) shows the liquid water distribution when the
rst liquid water droplet appears at the outlet face and is very

imilar to the liquid water distribution for zero surface cover-
ge at steady state, shown in Fig. 3(e). As soon as liquid water
ppears at an outlet location, liquid water pressure at the outlet
ncreases and in order to maintain a constant flow rate, the inlet
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ig. 9. Open liquid clusters at the steady state during liquid water transport in
DL with non-zero surface coverage.

ressure increases accordingly. The increase in the liquid pres-
ure at the inlet makes the liquid water interface unstable at other
ocations and several “closed” liquid clusters open up again as
hown in Fig. 8(b) and (c). Fig. 8(c) depicts the liquid waterfront
t the steady state and clearly shows significantly higher liquid
aturation as compared to the zero surface coverage case. Fig. 9
hows steady state open liquid clusters for non-zero surface cov-
rage. As shown in Fig. 9, several clusters coalesce which were
therwise closed in the zero surface coverage situation, shown
n Fig. 4(c). The breakout of liquid water from preferential loca-
ions is consistent with the experimental observations of Wang
nd co-workers [31,32]. Fig. 10 depicts the evolution of the
ross-sectional averaged liquid water saturation profile along
he GDL thickness. As shown in Fig. 10, GDL–channel inter-

acial surface coverage significantly increases the liquid water
aturation inside the GDL and thus increases the mass transport
osses to PEFC operation.

ig. 10. Evolution of liquid water saturation profiles along the GDL thickness
or non-zero surface coverage. Steady state saturation profile for zero surface
overage is shown for comparison.
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. Conclusions

A fundamental understanding of liquid water transport at
ore-level addressing the roles of GDL morphology and wetting
roperties is essential to paint a clear picture of how flooding
ccurs and to determine the controlling factors. In the present
ork, a pore-network model describing governing physics of

iquid water transport in a GDL at the pore-level is developed
or the first time. It is seen that at extremely low capillary num-
ers as encountered in the fuel cell application, liquid water
ransport in a homogeneously hydrophobic GDL is governed
y fractal capillary fingering. Liquid water flows through GDL
n the form of connected clusters, encounters several dead ends
ue to the presence of narrow regions, and eventually perco-
ates through a path of least resistance. The resulting saturation
istribution of fractal capillary fingering cannot be described
y two-phase Darcy’s law that is applicable only for compact
nvasion at much higher capillary numbers (Ca > 10−4 that is
quivalent to 104 A cm−2 current density). Therefore, extensive
esearch efforts are required to extend the present macroscopic
reatment to account for capillary fingering phenomena encoun-
ered in a realistic PEFC operation. It is further stressed that

atching capillary number and viscosity ratio in ex situ exper-
ments is key to preserve liquid water flow regimes in a GDL.
resence of liquid water droplets at the GDL–channel interface

s found to significantly increase liquid water saturation inside
he GDL and lead to liquid water breakout from preferential
ocations, in accordance with experimental observations.

The present work delineates the pore-level liquid water trans-
ort mechanism in a uniformly hydrophobic GDL. However, the
ide range of wetting characteristics of carbon-based materials

s well as possible anomaly in the PTFE treatment might render
fraction of the GDL pores hydrophilic. Efforts are currently

nderway to elucidate liquid water transport in a mixed-wet
DL and to further generate a topologically equivalent pore-
etwork structure for real GDL materials.

ppendix A. List of symbols

a capillary number
� throat conductance for phase � (m4 s kg−1)

i,j length of throat connecting pores i and j (m)
distance between two adjacent pores (m)
viscosity ratio
total number of pores

i total number of pores connected to pore i
pressure (Pa)

c capillary pressure (Pa)
� volumetric flow rate of phase � (m3 s−1)

radius of pore (m)
th radius of throat (m)

V representative volume

cross-sectional averaged liquid water saturation
� saturation of phase �

i volume of pore i (m3)
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half angle of a pore or throat corner
porosity
contact angle
dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
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ubscripts
ir air
n inlet
w non-wetting phase

water
et wetting phase

uperscript
water
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